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Introduction

Virtual assisted lung mapping (VAL-MAP) is a novel 
preoperative lung-marking technique that utilizes three-
dimensional (3D) virtual images based on thin-slice CT (1). 
In contrast with conventional lung-marking techniques, 
which usually involve the placement of visible markings 
near an invisible or hardly palpable tumor (2), lung mapping 
provides “geometric information” on the lung’s surface 
by placing multiple dye markings bronchoscopically (1,3) 
(Figure 1). Because of the very low risk of pneumothorax 
with this technique (3–4%), and the anatomical liberty 
available during bronchoscopic marking (3,4), the “map” 

drawn with VAL-MAP not only helps to identify the tumor, 
but also helps to determine oncologically appropriate 
resection lines. More specifically, by creating this map 
on the lung, surgeons can follow their pre-marked ideal 
resection lines, and ultimately minimize lung tissue removed 
in addition to obtaining oncologically satisfactory resection 
margins.

The unique features of VAL-MAP can be applied not 
only to lung wedge resections, but also to segmentectomies 
(Figure 1C). It is increasingly clear that segmentectomies 
provide comparable outcomes to lobectomies for early-
stage lung cancers, particularly in those with ground-glass 
nodules (GGNs) (5,6). In contrast, a potential challenge 
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of segmentectomies in GGN cases is the difficulty of 
palpating ground-glass components during operations. 
This is especially true in thoracoscopic surgeries, and 
without visibility of ideal resection lines. VAL-MAP 
allows the surgeon to designate appropriate resection 
lines, determined in 3D images, before the operation. 
The technique described in this article allows for accurate 
anatomical segmentectomies, including even complex 
ones, such as combined subsegmentectomies and extended 
segmentectomies.

Another challenge in segmentectomies is the creation 
of an intersegmental plane, and associated postoperative 
air leakage. Electrocautery is often used to develop an 
intersegmental plane, typically referring to demarcation 
lines made by inflation–deflation lines. This conventional 
technique allows surgeons to easily imagine the three-
dimensional structure of the segment to be resected while 
creating intersegmental planes (7). However, despite 
multiple strategies reported and adequate risk-factor 
assessment (8-10), management of air leakage remains 
a major challenge. Furthermore, it is often associated 
with prolonged hospital stays, increased cost (11), and 
even empyemas (12). To avoid these complications, 
an appropriate stapling technique is required. Indeed, 
for a relatively simple segmentectomy such as lingular 
segmentectomy or segmentectomy of the superior segment 

of lower lobe (S6), stapling has been commonly applied. 
The strategy of using VAL-MAP, described in this article, 
enables surgeons to apply staples during even the most 
challenging of segmentectomies, such as S9 and S10 
segmentectomies, and complex surgeries such as S6b + S8a 
+ S9a combined subsegmentectomies.

From marking to mapping 

Small lung nodules, including GGNs, are often indicated 
for surgical resection. However, they can be challenging 
to palpate, especially during thoracoscopic surgery. This 
challenge has led thoracic surgeons to devise methods of lung 
marking, such as CT-guided needle-mediated placement of 
markers, such as hook-wires (13) and dye injections (14,15). 
However, complications, including pneumothorax (30–50%), 
dislodgement of hook wires (up to 9%) (2), and potentially 
fatal air embolisms (1–2%) (16-19), remain drawbacks. In 
addition, location of percutaneous marking is anatomically 
limited, especially in the apex, interlobar fissure, and the 
areas facing the diaphragm or mediastinum. Another 
approach is to use a bronchoscope to place a marking 
such as a microcoil (20), or to inject dye (21,22) or other 
radiopaque material (23,24). These bronchoscopy-mediated 
techniques are reportedly and theoretically safer; however, 
they have not been widely used because they require real-

Figure 1 From marking to mapping using VAL-MAP. (A) A conventional marking. The location of a barely identifiable tumor is estimated 
based only on a single marking, and then the resection line is determined; (B) VAL-MAP-assisted wedge resection. Multiple markings of 
VAL-MAP provide geometric information on the lung, indicating the location of the tumor and oncologically ideal resection lines; (C) 
VAL-MAP-assisted segmentectomy. Multiple markings of VAL-MAP can also indicate resection lines for segmentectomy. The figures are 
reproduced with permission from Cancer Res Front 2016;2:85-104. VAL-MAP, virtual assisted lung mapping.
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time CT guidance for accurate marking (22).
Virtual bronchoscopies have made bronchoscopy-

mediated lung markings possible without real-time CT 
imaging (25). Regular fluoroscopy is sufficient to ensure 
the tip of a dye-injection catheter has reached the visceral 
pleura. To confirm the actual location of a marking, CT 
can be used after mark placement. Although dye such as 
indigo carmine or indocyanine green is not radiopaque, the 
artifacts made by catheter passage are visible in CT within a 
few hours. 

Because  o f  the  l ow  r i s k  o f  pneumothorax  in 
bronchoscopy-mediated lung marking, it is easy to perform 
multiple markings at the same time. This subsequently 
resulted in the new concept of “lung mapping”, rather than 
marking, in VAL-MAP, which adds “geometric information” 
to the lung surface (1,3). The multiple markings are 
complementary to each other, and therefore, even if one or 
two marks fail, the lung map remains satisfactory. 

Moreover, the multiple markings of VAL-MAP help 
surgeons determine the appropriate resection lines with 

respect to surgical margins. Therefore, compared with 
conventional single-marking techniques, VAL-MAP allows 
surgeons to complete a more oncologically-satisfactory 
surgery.

In our previous retrospective study reporting the 
outcomes of 100 consecutive cases of VAL-MAP, these 
feature of VAL-MAP led to a successful resection ratio of 
up to 99% (26). The patient characteristics and pathological 
outcomes of this study are shown in Tables 1,2. Complications 
related to VAL-MAP in this study were bulla formation 
in four patients; minor pneumothoraces in four patients 
without symptoms or a need for treatment; and suspected 
minor intra-alveolar bleeding in one patient. Other 
potential complications in VAL-MAP include fever and/or 
pneumonia after bronchoscopy, changes in vital signs and 
related complications during the bronchoscopic procedure, 
and allergic reactions associated with medications to be used 
in the procedure.

In summarizing the technique, VAL-MAP is a novel 
bronchoscopy-mediated multiple dye-marking technique 

Table 1 Radiological characteristics of targeted pulmonary lesions according to preoperative diagnosis

Preoperative diagnosis Primary lung cancer Metastatic lung tumour

Number of patients 72 28

Sex (F/M) 42/30 12/16

Age in years [range] 62.5±16.2 [37–85] 62.9±11.0 [32–76]

Operation side (R/L/both) 39/32/1 17/10/1

Number of lesions 90 65

Number of lesions/patient [range] 1.3±0.6 [1–4] 2.2±1.5 [1–7]

CT quality

Pure GGO 46 1

Diameter in mm [range] 9.3±4.8 [4–22] 4.0 

Depth in mm (range) 6.0±6.5 (0–30) 2.0 

GGO with solid component 23* 0

Diameter in mm (range) 13±4.9 (8.7–24) N/A

Depth in mm (range) 8.0±8.4 (0–35) N/A

Solid/nodule 20 58

Diameter in mm (range) 9.9±5.1 (2.9–22) 5.3±3.3 (1.5–14.0)

Depth in mm (range) 8.6±9.2 (0–34) 5.8±8.8 (0–35)

Cavity 1 6

Diameter in mm (range) 14 7.1±1.3 (3.5–11.0)

Depth in mm (range) 15 4.8±4.5 (0–12)

GGO, ground glass opacity. *, GGO component of the lesions was 52.8%±23.0% in the cross-sectional CT at the largest diameter of the 
lesion. The table was reproduced with permission from Eur J Cardiothorac Surg 2015;47:e131-9. 
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Table 2 Final pathological results of the resected lesions according 
to preoperative diagnosis

Preoperative 
diagnosis

Final diagnosis

Primary lung  
cancer (n=90)

Primary lung cancer (n=77)

Adenocarcinoma, invasive [60]

Adenocarcinoma in situ [11]

Squamous cell carcinoma [3]

Large cell neuroendocrine cell tumour [1]

Atypical adenomatous hyperplasia (n=2)

Inflammation and others (n=13)

Focal fibrosis [5]

Follicular lymphocytic bronchiolitis [3]

Inflammation, nonspecific [1]

Mucoid plug [1]

Hamartoma [1]

Focal subpleural fibroelastosis [1]

Amyloid nodule [1]

Metastatic lung  
tumour (n=65)

Metastatic tumour (n=54)

Colorectal cancer [19]

Sarcoma [11]

Lung adenocarcinoma [7]

Uterus [6]

Oesophageal cancer [4]

Hepatocellular carcinoma [3]

Laryngeal cancer [3]

Thyroid cancer [1]

Urachal cancer [1]

Inflammation and others (n=11)

Inflammation, nonspecific [4]

Intrapulmonary lymph node [4]

Organising pneumonia [1]

Sclerosing haemangioma [1]

The table was reproduced with permission from Eur J 
Cardiothorac Surg 2015;47:e131-9.

in segmentectomy; plain CT is sufficient for VAL-MAP 
design). It usually takes 10 to 60 minutes to design the 
map and determine target bronchi, depending on the 
number of markings, the familiarity of the surgeon and/or 
bronchoscopist with the 3D software as well as the type of 
the software to be used. 

In the second step, an actual bronchoscope is inserted, 
using the guidance of virtual bronchoscopy after sedation 
on either the day of surgery or the day prior. For each target 
bronchus, a metal-tip catheter (PW-6C-1, Olympus, Tokyo, 
Japan) is inserted, and the dye (1 mL of indigo carmine, a blue 
dye per mark) is injected, while confirming the location of the 
catheter tip under fluoroscopy. In our previous study (26), the 
total bronchoscopy time (from insertion of the bronchoscope 
to the end of mapping) was 20.1±5.65 minutes, and the time 
from identification of the first target bronchus to the end 
of mapping was 15.0±5.1 minutes (3.7±1.0 minutes/mark).  
There are some technical tips in dye injection that was 
detailed in previous reports (3,26). Videos showing the 
principle of the procedure as well as tips in dye injection are 
accessible online though one of our previous publications (26).

Third, after VAL-MAP, another CT scan (no contrast 
needed; 1 to 1.25 mm thickness) is taken to visualize the 
actual location of dye markings. The CT scan is usually taken 
immediately after the mapping procedure, but 2–3 hours are 
acceptable to visualize the water density of the dye. Fourth, 
this CT images reflecting the actual location of markings 
is reconstructed into 3D images. The location of markings 
may vary from the original plan’s locations, and this can be 
adjusted at this stage. Fifth, during surgery, the markings 
will be identical to those seen in post-VAL-MAP 3D images. 
For clear visibility of markings, surgery on the same day of 
the marking procedure or the next day is recommended (3).

Segmentectomy utilizing VAL-MAP

The need for segmentectomies has increased for lung 
cancer surgeries, particularly for relatively small lesions with 
ground-glass appearance on imaging, and for metastatic 
tumors located relatively deep in the lung parenchyma. A 
potential concern of applying classical segmentectomies 
to these tumors is local recurrence, which results from 
insufficient resection margins (27,28). In general, resection 
margins larger than the diameter of the tumor, or larger 
than 2 cm, are ideal (28,29). Thus, it is important to apply 
a strategy to guarantee sufficient resection margins during 
segmentectomy.

By applying VAL-MAP to segmentectomies, we found 

utilizing virtual images, composed of several steps (Figure 2).  
The first step is designing the lung map and determining 
multiple (3–4 for wedge resection; 3–6 or even more 
for segmentectomy, see later discussion) target bronchi, 
using virtual bronchoscopy based on thin slice CT images 
(enhanced CT is needed only to visualize hilar vasculature 
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Figure 2 Steps in VAL-MAP. In general, VAL-MAP and the following surgery are conducted in five steps. Following design of the lung “map” 
using virtual bronchoscopy, VAL-MAP is usually conducted on the same day or a day before surgery. CT scan after VAL-MAP is taken 
within 2–3 hours after VAL-MAP, showing actual locations of markings (arrow). Using a radiology workstation, 3D images are reconstructed 
based on post-VAL-MAP CT scan, reflecting actual locations of markings. The operation field should look the same as that of 3D images. 
In segmentectomy, the “standing” stiches (arrows) are placed along resection lines, referring to the lung “map” made by VAL-MAP. Another 
stich indicating the location of the tumor may also be placed using a stich with different color (arrow head). Note that the “standing” stiches 
are not necessarily placed at the dye markings made by VAL-MAP; dye markings provide geometric information, based on which ideal 
resection lines are determined and then the resection lines are indicated by the “standing” stiches. VAL-MAP, virtual assisted lung mapping.

VAL-MAP design using
virtual bronchoscopy

Bronchoscopic mapping Post-VAL-MAP CT

3D reconstruction Operation

that the geometric information on the lung surface enables 
surgeons to determine oncologically appropriate resection 
lines, even beyond conventional anatomical segments 
(such as in a complex segmentectomy). Although the 
map per se is on the lung surface, virtual 3D images, as 
shown in Figure 3A, also provide accurate hilar anatomy 
preoperatively (30,31). Thus, by connecting the hilum 
to the predetermined resection lines on the lung surface, 
three-dimensional intersegmental planes can be drawn on 
3D images (Figure 3B). 

If an appropriate marking technique is applied, VAL-MAP 
results in the clear staining of a single secondary lobule, 
which, in principle does not expand between segments 
(Figure 3C). 

Multiple markings via VAL-MAP can be placed along 
the intersegmental resection lines in a segmentectomy. If a 
bronchus reaching the outermost area of the target segment 
is selected, the marking is likely to be very close to the 
intersegmental line (Figure 3D). Thus, if such a marking is 
made on the inside of the target segment, the outer staining 
should exactly match the anatomical intersegmental line. 

Conversely, if an ideal bronchus reaching close to the 
intersegmental line is not found, a bronchus coming from 
the adjacent segment can be used instead. In this case, the 
inside of the staining is the intersegmental line (Figure 3E). 
In another case, a surgical margin at the exact anatomical 
intersegmental plane may be concerning. Therefore, 
a marking placed on the adjacent segment may be a 
good landmark to obtain sufficient resection margins by 
cutting into the adjacent segment [such as in an extended 
segmentectomy (32)]. In either case, depending on the 
type of segmentectomy, usually 3–6 markings along the 
intersegmental line provide sufficient geometric information 
to complete an anatomical segmentectomy. 

Segmentectomies are often applied to pure or mixed 
GGNs suspicious for lung cancer, for which wedge resection 
is considered oncologically insufficient, but lobectomy 
may be reserved. When the extension of the GGN 
component makes surgical margin concerning, VAL-MAP 
is especially indicated. Another indication of VAL-MAP 
for segmentectomies is in the case of a centrally located 
nodular lesion suspicious for a metastatic lung tumor. 
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Figure 3 The principle of VAL-MAP-assisted segmentectomy. (A) A three-dimensional image made by a radiology workstation (Synapse 
Vincent®) showing hilar vascular structures; (B) a lung resection analysis of Synapse Vincent showing the area of subsegments and VAL-
MAP markings in combination with hilar structures; (C) a good marking should not disseminate across the intersegmental plane, staining 
only a single lobule; (D) a marking is placed close to the intersegmental line from a bronchus inside the target segment (shadowed area); (E) 
a marking is placed close to the intersegmental line from a bronchus outside the target segment (shadowed area). The panels C, D, and E are 
reproduced with permission from Cancer Res Front 2016;2:85-104.

A B C

D E

Here, pure anatomical segmentectomy is not oncologically 
necessary; the resection of central structures in combination 
with a “wide wedge” resection, which guarantees resection 
margins, may be sufficient.

Five critical steps of stapler-based VAL-MAP 
segmentectomy

There are five key steps for stapler-based VAL-MAP 
segmentectomies. Each step is correlated with the others, 
and plays a critical role in the completion of a successful 
thoracoscopic segmentectomy.
	Step 1: placing “standing” marking stitches along 

resection lines;
	Step 2: cleaning hilar anatomy;
	Step 3: confirming hilar anatomy;
	Step 4: going 1 cm deeper;
	Step 5: step-by-step stapling technique.

Step 1: placing “standing” marking stitches along resection 
lines

At the very beginning of the operation, several “standing” 
stitches are placed along the resection lines, typically 
around the corner and, if necessary, in between them 
(Figure 4). In segmentectomies with linear stapling, 
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three stitches are usually adequate. In segmentectomies 
with V- or U-shaped stapling, at least four stitches 
are placed. In segmentectomies with 3D stapling 
involving the diaphragmatic aspect of the basal segment,  
5–7 stitches are ideal. Semi-firm monofilament stitches, such 

as 3-0 PDS®, are ideal, because they stand out of the lung 
at corner and intermediate points, if necessary. The stitches 
should be cut somewhat long (1 cm or greater) for better 
visualization from a distance or from a tangential direction. 
This is especially true at the time of stapling. As an additional 
option, a stitch in a different color (such as white silk) can 
be placed near the targeted tumor, to draw attention to the 
surgical margin during later stapling.

Step 2: exposure of “clean” hilar anatomy

To accurately identify hilar anatomy, and then accurately 
conduct a segmentectomy, it is critical to expose “clean” 
anatomy as in a textbook or 3D image constructed from a 
CT scan. There are several technical tips for good exposure. 
First, sharp dissection in combination with appropriate blunt 
dissection is important. If only blunt dissection is used, it is 
difficult to reach the ideal perivascular or peribronchial layer 
for smooth dissection. Second, lymph nodes between these 
hilar structures should be cleanly dissected with blunt and 
sharp dissection (Figure 5). This is important not only for 
lymph node sampling and decision making but for exposure 
of hilar structures. Third, taping and proper retraction 
of structures should not be avoided, even if the structure 
is the one to be preserved (Figure 5). In segmentectomy, 
identification and confirmation of each hilar structure are 
critical. As such, the structure upfront needs to be preserved 
until the structure behind is dissected and the anatomy is 
confirmed. It is important to tape the structure upfront and 

A B C

Figure 4 Placing “standing” stitches along the resection line. (A) At the very beginning of the operation, several “standing” stitches are 
placed along the resection lines. Slightly hard monofilament stitches are ideal because they stand out of the lung usually at corner and 
intermediate points if necessary.; (B) the stitch should be kept somewhat long (1 cm or more) for better visualization from a distance or a 
tangential direction, especially at the time of stapling; (C) an intraoperative view showing “standing” stiches (white allows) in a case of right 
S2b+3a segmentectomy. A white stich (black arrow) was also placed to indicate the location of the tumor.

Figure 5 Exposure of “clean” hilar anatomy. To expose “clean” 
hilar structures, taping and traction of some structure (arrow), 
removal of hilar lymph nodes (*), and their combination are 
important. Sharp dissection such as using Metzenbaum scissors is 
highly effective even in complete thoracoscopic operation.
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Figure 6 Confirmation of hilar anatomy. (A) To avoid misunderstanding hilar anatomy, VAL-MAP markings and following marking stitches 
are helpful; (B) intraoperative bronchoscopy from the anesthetist’s side is critical to confirm the bronchial and related anatomy, and this 
should be done as a routine. The light of bronchoscope is helpful. Manipulation in the operating field such as clumping and declumping of a 
bronchus can also be observed by bronchoscopy. VAL-MAP, virtual assisted lung mapping.

A B

then retract to it for further dissection (Figure 5). Although 
this is a very basic surgical technique, it is often forgotten or 
ignored in complete thoracoscopic operation. It is important 
to keep in mind that appropriate retraction of a structure 
could make the dissection procedure extremely easy.

Step 3: confirmation of hilar anatomy

Before resecting hilar structures, it is highly important to 
confirm the anatomy. Branching of blood vessels should be 
examined in light of pre-operative 3D images. Note that 
the 3D image may be a mistake, or may not pick up a tiny 
branch. Despite this, the anatomy in the operating field 
should be consistent with the 3D image. To confirm the 
anatomy, VAL-MAP markings and stitches placed during 
step 1 (arrow in Figure 6A) are helpful. Intraoperative 
bronchoscopy from the anesthetist’s side is also critical to 
confirm the bronchial and related anatomy, and this should 
be performed routinely. The anatomy of the bronchus from 
the inside should be checked, and the bronchial branch to be 
closed should be confirmed by virtual bronchoscopy before 
the operation. The light from the bronchoscope (arrow in 
Figure 6B) is helpful. Manipulation in the operating field, 
such as clumping and declumping of a bronchus, can also be 
observed by bronchoscopy.

Step 4: going 1 cm deeper 

Once all the targeted hilar structures are resected, it is 
important not to rush to stapling. Using electrocautery or an 
energy device, the lung tissue between the peripheral edges 
of the resected structures and the structures to be preserved 
is cut approximately 1 cm deep (the width of a stapler). It is 
important to apply appropriate traction on the tissue. This 
process is common in conventional segmentectomies, and 
therefore, if the cutting line (interrupted line in Figure 7) is 
on the right intersegmental plane, an intersegmental vein 
may also be exposed if it is not previously cut.

Step 5: step-by-step stapling technique

Finally, the targeted segment is stapled out. This is key to 
the stapler-based VAL-MAP-assisted segmentectomy, and is 
described in detail in the next section.

The stapling technique

The principle of the stapling technique

Stapler-based segmentectomies can be applied to all types of 
segmentectomies, including those involving basal segments 
of lower lobes, which are among the most challenging. The 
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principle of stapling is as follows. First, stapling is guided by 
the “standing” stitches placed at step 1. Because the stitch 
markings are standing out of the lung surface, they are easily 
visible during stapling in the limited vision of thoracoscopic 
operation (Figure 8). Even when the tip of a stapler does 
not reach the stitch marking, that ahead of the stapler tip 
indicates the right orientation of the stapler. Second, when 
a stapler reaches the hilum, the stapler is placed in the 
pocket created at step 4, “going deeper by one centimeter”, 
to avoid cutting into the adjacent segment or involving the 
hilar structures of the targeted segment. If the pocket is not 
sufficiently deep for stapling, step 4 (going 1 cm deep) can 
be repeated at this stage by electrocautery (Figure 8). 

Third, the lung should be stapled from the periphery to 
the center. If multiple intersegmental planes need to be cut, 
peripheral staplings should be done before going into the 
central or hilar stapling. In other words, stapling should be 
started from the peripheral parts of the lung (such as for 
the easier parts) and continued to reach the most difficult 
hilar stapling in a step-by-step manner, especially in those 
necessitating three dimensional stapling. 

At the time of stapling, it is highly important to 
confirm the position of the both sides of a stapler (the 

anvil and the cartilage) by twisting the stapler, changing 
the angle of the thoracoscope (Figure 8), and, if necessary, 
placing the thoracoscope from different ports. Depending 
on the difficulty in the stapling technique, we divide 
segmentectomies into three levels: linear stapling, V-shaped 
or U-shaped stapling, and three-dimensional stapling. 
Selection of staplers depends on the surgeon’s preference. 
In general, the tissue close to the hilum tends to be thick 
so that a staple cartilage with sufficient height and strength 
(e.g., black or green cartilage) should be selected.

Segmentectomy completed by linear stapling

This is the easiest type of segmentectomy regarding stapler 
use. The staple lines made basically in a straight fashion 
(Figure 9A,B). A principle of moving from the outside 
to the center should always be kept in mind. The linear 
stapling segmentectomy includes that of S6, basal segment, 
left lingular (S4+5) segment, left superior (S1+2 and S3) 
segment and left S1+2. If these segmentectomies are 
extended into an adjacent subsegment (such as left S1+2 + 
S3a and S6 + S8a), the intersegmental line is not completely 
straight but can easily be applied by somewhat bending the 
line along the stitch markings as described above.

Despite easy stapler application, full attention should be 
paid to the appropriate surgical margin. For example, in 
a S6 segmentectomy, S6 is sometimes unexpectedly large, 
and a GGN is often located close to the border between 
S6 and the basal segment. Once completing resecting 
the hilar structure of S6, the stapler could be carelessly 
applied, because it is not technically difficult. However, the 
peripheral resection line could be placed a different way, 
and without VAL-MAP or other marking techniques there 
is a danger of insufficient resection margins. 

Although the stapler can be applied in a linear manner 
in this group, the stapling line can also be made in a 
“Mercedes-Benz mark” fashion. If the intersegmental line 
needs to be stapled more than twice, one stapling could be 
placed from a different angle, resulting in a “Mercedes-
Benz mark”-like staple line (Figure 9C,D), which refers a 
style of incision in which an upward midline extension is 
occasionally required. This typically applies to dividing an 
intersegmental plane between S6 and the basal segment, and 
the superior and lingular segments of the left lung, where 
the intersegmental plane is relatively large. By stapling in 
a Mercedes-Benz mark-like fashion, the remaining lung 
might be expanded better at the time of inflation.

Figure 7 Going deeper by 1 centimeter. Using an electrocautery 
or energy device, the lung tissue between the peripheral edges of 
the resected structures and the structures to be preserved is cut 
approximately 1 cm deep (the width of a stapler) under appropriate 
traction force.
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Figure 8 The principle of the “step-by-step” stapling technique. A stapler should be placed from the periphery to the central area. The 
position of both the cartilage (A) and anvil (B) of the stapler should be visually confirmed by twisting the lung, changing the angle of the 
thoracoscope, or changing the camera port. The cartilage rather than the anvil of a stapler should be placed toward the hilum to avoid the 
risk of vascular damage. Also, the anvil tends to stick into the lung parenchyma, causing bleeding. The “standing” stitch markings should be 
used as a guide to determine the location of stapling and to determine the direction. Note that the most cephalic stitch (*) can be seen from 
both sides because it is standing out of the lung; (C,D) intraoperative views corresponding to (A) and (B). Arrows indicate “standing” stiches.

A B

C D

Figure 9 Segmentectomy completed by linear stapling. (A) The design of linear stapling in right S3 segmentectomy as an example. The first 
stapling should always be started from the periphery, go across the hilum and cut out to the other side of the periphery. Arrows indicate each shot 
of stapling; (B) completed linear stapling. The capital letters indicate the edge of stapling and are corresponding to small letters in (A). Points y1 and 
y2 in (A) are stapled together, ending up with point Y in (B); (C) design of “Mercedes-Benz mark” stapling. A stapling from point z to y1/y3 is done 
followed by a linear stapling starting from point z through point y1/y2/y3 to point w; (D) completed “Mercedes-Benz mark” stapling. Notably, in 
this case, three points (y1, y2, and y3) are compressed together, ending up with a single point “Y”. If tension of the tissue at point Y is concerning, a 
buttress suture could be added for reinforcement.

A B C D
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Segmentectomy completed by V- or U-shaped stapling

In this group of segmentectomies, there are two or 
three intersegmental planes, and thus, the staple line 
ends up with a V-shape or U-shape. This group includes 
segmentectomies of right S1 and left S3. Combined 
subsegmentectomies such as right S2b+3a and S6b+8a+9a 
are also in this group. In this type of segmentectomy, two-
directional stapling from the periphery to the hilum is 
effective and is not technically difficult (Figure 10). In most 
S3 segmentectomies, however, the first stapling along the 
S3–S4 intersegmental plane is continued toward the apex 
almost straightly (as in linear stapling segmentectomy) if the 
anterior part of the S3 segment is pulled toward the caudal 
direction appropriately. If this is possible, two-directional 
stapling is not necessary. In right S1 segmentectomies, a 
similar stapling technique is often applicable depending on 
the angle of the V-shape.

Segmentectomy completed by three-dimensional stapling

In this most challenging group of segmentectomies, the 
intersegmental planes make a cuboid-shaped segment 
primarily because of the plane phasing the diaphragm. 
However, by following the principles of the stapler-based 
VAL-MAP segmentectomies, this type of segmentectomy 
can be completed in a reproducible manner. This group 
of segmentectomies includes segmentectomies of S7, S8, 

S9, and S10, and their variations such as S9+10b. Those not 
facing the interlobar fissure (such as S9 and S10) are especially 
challenging. The challenge problem arises mostly from 
difficulty imagining how the cuboidal segment can be folded 
by multiple stapling. One of the most challenging series of 
stapling in S9 segmentectomies is summarized in Figure 11.  
Before operation or even during the operation’s stapling 
process, it is difficult to imagine how the lung is cut and 
folded. However, by following the principle of “staple from 
the periphery to the center” and following “standing” marking 
stitches step by step, the resection lines come together. 

In the example of S9 segmentectomies in Figure 11, the 
S6–S9 intersegmental plane is the one made first. The S8–S9  
intersegmental plane can also be made early. Importantly, 
these staplings toward the hilum facilitate visualization 
of the deep hilar structure that is otherwise hidden deep 
in the lung. Stapling should not be limited to only after 
transection of all hilar structures to be resected; if a stapling 
facilitates hilar visualization, it should be done earlier. Two 
staplings on the diaphragm side should then be managed. 
Once the relatively peripheral staplings are completed, the 
remaining parts are stapled peripherally to centrally along 
the stitch markings to complete the segmentectomy.

After removing the specimen

Once stapling is completed and the specimen is removed, 
hemostasis and management of air leakage are the final steps 

Figure 10 Segmentectomy completed by V- or U-shaped stapling. (A) The design of U-shaped stapling in right S2b+3a combined 
subsegmentectomy as an example. Initial staplings should be done from periphery from points x and z to y1/y2 and w1/w2, respectively, 
and then the third stapling connects y1/y2 and w1/w2; (B) completed U-shaped stapling. Although the stapling is intended to be U-shaped, 
the staple line is usually stretched after completion and appears as an almost straight line; (C) an intraoperative view showing a completed 
U-shaped stapling in an S2b subsegmentectomy with excellent inflation of the remaining lung. Arrows indicate points corresponding to “Y” 
and “W” in the illustrations.

A B C
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to complete the operation. If a bronchus is tied and cut, we 
usually start from reinforcing the stump with 4-0 monofilament  
stitch such as proline®. Next, we routinely use soft 
coagulation which coagulates proteins with relatively low 
temperature. By coagulating the lung tissue without being 
covered by the pleura, excellent sealing of air leakage 
is obtained. Because the lung tissue close to the hilum 
causes only minor air leakage probably as a result of the 
scant bronchioles, soft coagulation alone is often sufficient 
to eliminate air leakage. If not, fibrin glue and/or other 
biomaterials could be considered. 

Usually, once the specimen is out, hemostasis is mostly 
obtained. Oozing along the staple lines, particularly the 
peripheral ones are often observed. Soft coagulation is 
useful to obtain excellent hemostasis as well. Finally, if a 
bronchial stump is in contact with a pulmonary artery, it 
might be better to place some material (fat pad or cellulose 
material such as Surgicel®) between the stump and artery. 
This typically happens in S6 segmentectomies. 

Conventional segmentectomy techniques vs. 
VAL-MAP segmentectomy

Development of an inflation-deflation line has been a 

popular strategy to identify the intersegmental plane (8), 
while the development of the line sometimes appears 
technically challenging owing to the inflation of adjacent 
segments or interfered inflation as a result of airway 
secretion. Importantly, there is no way to confirm that 
the created inflation-deflation line is the one that was 
planned before the operation. Moreover, inflation of 
the lung significantly interferes with visualization under 
thoracoscope. Another reported strategy is to inject dye 
such as indocyanine green from a targeted bronchus (33). 
Although the interference of the operation field under 
thoracoscope may be better than the inflation-deflation 
technique, the dye may diffuse heterogeneously in the 
segment and “reproducibility” remains a concern. Namely, 
there is no way to confirm the anatomy indicated by the 
injected dye during operation is correct. 

In contrast, the map drawn on the lung by VAL-MAP 
is correlated with CT images, especially that taken after 
VAL-MAP (26). Surgeons can tell the distance, for example, 
from the edge of the tumor to a marking or a resection 
line connecting two markings on 3D images before the 
operation. Furthermore, because VAL-MAP provides with 
geometric information on the lung, surgeons can adjust 
their operation plan after VAL-MAP using the 3D images 

A B C D
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Figure 11 Segmentectomy completed by three-dimensional stapling. (A,B) The design of three-dimensional stapling in right S9 
segmentectomy as an example; (C) completed S9 segmentectomy using stapler-based VAL-MAP-assisted approach. Note that multiple 
points such as r1–r3 and t1–t3 shown in (B) are stapled together into points R and T. The stapling process in 3D is very difficult to imaging 
during surgery. However, by simply following the principle including “going peripherally to centrally” “step-by-step stapling” following 
the “standing” stitch markings based on the geometric information provided by VAL-MAP, such a challenging 3D segmentectomy can be 
completed under thoracoscopy. The completed figure is typically like that shown in (C); the diaphragm is pulled up close to the hilum (points 
R and T); (D) an intraoperative view after completion of three-dimensional segmentectomy (S8a + S9 + 10b); (E) an intraoperative view after 
inflation of the remaining lung in the same case as (D). Once the lung is inflated, the remaining segments are nicely expanded with good 
post-operative image and function.
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that reflect the actual localization of each marking and the 
tumor (4,26).

This is particularly true in surgeries with anatomical 
complexity beyond conventional anatomical segmentectomies, 
such as resection of combined subsegments and extension 
of a segmentectomy into the adjacent segment (such as 
extended segmentectomies) (32). Indeed, because cancer 
is not a disease that develops following anatomical lung 
segments, conventional anatomical segmentectomies are 
often unsatisfactory from an oncological point of view. 
On the one hand, resection of an anatomical segment 
results in the removal of abundant extra tissue far from the 
tumor; conversely, the tumor may be located close to the 
intersegmental plane, resulting in concerning resection 
margins (Figure 12A). Complex segmentectomies beyond 
such conventional segmentectomies freely allow surgeons 
to determine resection lines to obtain sufficient resection 
margins. Instead of adherence to pure anatomical segments, 
a combination of an anatomical segment plus part of an 
adjacent segment or a whole subsegment (Figure 12B)  
provide sufficient resection margins. Furthermore, a 
combination of subsegments may result in satisfactory 
resection margin without taking extra lung tissue (Figure 12C).  

Recent radiology workstations and related handy software 
such as Synapse Vincent® (Fujifilm Medical, Tokyo, 
Japan) enable surgeons to design and display ideal (sub)
segments to be targeted in relation to detailed hilar 
structures (Figure 3B). As such, in combination with recent 
technologies, stapler-based VAL-MAP-assisted navigational 
segmentectomies provide surgeons the opportunity to 
freely design an oncologically satisfactory lung-preserving 
operation.

Limitations of VAL-MAP

Although stapler-based VAL-MAP-assisted navigational 
segmentectomies have been successful in our recent clinical 
trial, the solid scientific data to support the technique 
remains to be produced. First, our preliminary data suggest 
excellent pulmonary function of patients who underwent 
this operation; this needs to be further confirmed. Second, 
complications associated with conventional segmentectomy, 
especially prolonged air leak, appear to make the stapler-
based segmentectomy far superior to conventional 
electrocautery-based segmentectomies; more relevant data 
is needed. Third, the oncological benefit regarding local 

Figure 12 Conventional segmentectomy and VAL-MAP-assisted complex segmentectomy. (A) A diagram of conventional anatomical 
segmentectomy, showing the location of a tumor close to one end of the segment, while the other side of the segment is far away from the 
tumor; (B) a diagram of extended segmentectomy involving adjacent subsegments (S6b and S9a) provide better resection margins than 
conventional segmentectomy; (C) a diagram of combined subsegmentectomy, preserving the subsegment of S8b, which is away from the 
tumor. VAL-MAP, virtual assisted lung mapping. The figures are reproduced with permission from Cancer Res Front 2016;2:85-104.
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recurrence and patient survival need to be further examined. 
We are starting a nation-wide study using VAL-MAP, the 
primary endpoint of which is the acquisition of sufficient 
resection margins. This endpoint should be correlated 
with the local recurrence ratio (28,34) and should be an 
important step for the evaluation of VAL-MAP.

Technically, VAL-MAP is still on the way of further 
development. For example, current dye markings are 
limited owing to difficult visibility on smokers’ black lungs, 
especially if the Brinkman Index is over 500 (35). A new 
technique to overcome this limitation is in development (3).

In summary, the stapler-based VAL-MAP-assisted 
navigational segmentectomy is a novel technique that 
allows surgeons to design ideal anatomical lung resection 
in a reproducible way. This technique is expected to reduce 
the burden on surgeons and patients, such as concern about 
surgical margins and complications such as air leakage. 
Further study is needed to support the value of this new 
technique, and further development of VAL-MAP is 
desirable.
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